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1 INTRODUCTION 

 “[T]o imagine an old technology as something that was once new means […] to try to recapture a 
quality it has lost.”  

 
Tom Gunning in “Re-Newing Old Technologies,” 2003.1  

 
Since 2010, we have done some small tests, in research as well as education, with experimental media 
archaeology as a heuristic method. We tried to find out whether hands-on experiments can function as a 
tool that provides new access to the study of past media practices. It starts with assigning to the (student) 
historian or archaeologist the role of an experimenter instead of that of a reader or a passive 
observer. A prerequisite for this change in roles is the creation of an experimental space where it is 
possible to experiment either with media originals, or with replicas, or with 3D models, in a creative and 
playful manner – what L.A. media archaeologist Erkki Huhtamo has designated as ‘thinkering’.2  The 
approach is not used by us as a replacement of conventional media archaeology or media history methods, 
but rather as a methodological supplement, whose greatest heuristic potential may well lie on the 
didactic, educational front.  
 
The Film Archive as Laboratory: ‘Thinkering’ as Style of Thinking in Education  
 
As a space for as series of the experiments with students, we used the film archive & media archaeology 
lab, embedded in the University of Groningen. It is one of the prerogatives of such collections that most 
objects may actually be touched and manipulated in hands-on experiments, as they are neither unique, 
nor rare, nor valuable.3 On and off, the archive’s educational space is used as a laboratory:  what Simone 
Venturini called a ‘handmade environment for using the technology available and the human and corporal 
reclaiming of the technology’.4 (At other moments, the space is used for seminars.) After a tour through 
the archive, we present a series of devices to students as part of their introduction to film and media 
studies. They are invited to touch, operate, and ‘play’ with some of the historical devices in the archive, 
e.g., a magic lantern, lantern slides, a Zeiss Ikon 35 mm projector , an anamorphic lens; a replica of a 19th-
century stereoscope; and a series of optical toys, a view master among them (see Figure 1).  
 

 

Figure 1 - Student looking through a Viewmaster in the Film Archive 

— 
1 Tom Gunning, “Re-Newing Old Technologies. Astonishment, Second Nature, and the Uncanny in Technology from the Previous Turn-of-the-Century,” 

in David Thornburn and Henry Jenkins (ed.), Rethinking Media Change: The Aesthetics of Transition, 2003, pp. 39-60. 
2 Huhtamo, ‘Thinkering with Media: On the Art of Paul DeMarinis’ 2011, pp. 33-39.  
3 The collection of apparatuses was donated by Tjitte de Vries and Ati Mul with the explicit objective of use in education. The full collection was a 
donation from the Vrienden van het Nijmeegs Filmarchief, Catholic University of Nijmegen (now Radboud University), and the collection was used for 
film projection mainly in days when DVD and video were rare.  
4Venturini, ‘Technological Platforms’, p. 202.  
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The invitation to student to tinker with the Zeiss Ikon 35 mm projector  (or what is left of it), with a hand 
crank that still functions, allows students the fun of hearing the (to some familiar) sound of the sewing 
machine when the pull-down mechanism goes up and down, and the dry clicks of the Maltese cross 
mechanism, which schematically looks like this (from outside and inside respectively): 
 

 

Figure 2 - Maltese cross mechanism, outside. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 - Maltese cross mechanism, inside. 

 
Much louder than the sounds created by the rotations of the Maltese cross mechanism is the flapping of 
the projector’s double-bladed shutter, which is relatively loud and, without failure, raises questions about 
film’s silent era: silent? Really?! We have been doing these experiments since 2010, with 100 to 200 
hundred students yearly, divided in small groups of about 20 students from all over the world (the 
language of instruction is English). Often, a quiz-like buzz of asking and guessing is triggered amongst the 
students by these small hands-on operations. Where do these funny sounds come from? Was the machine 
meant to make such noises? What is that repulsive smell coming from the film reel? (vinegar syndrome). 
What is this?! An anamorphic lens? What does an anamorphic lens do? (To find out, see students playing 
with the device in fig. 8. A short recording of the 2016 experiment, made by Klaas Lommerse, can be found 
on YouTube (https://youtu.be/guHEQhp3ViI).5  
 
Aesthetic Experimentations and the Experiential Dimensions of Experiments 
 
It should be stressed here that most of the actions by the students in this specific introductory class are 
not framed to experience the technology’s proper place in history or to learn how to operate it in terms of 
former practices of use. Students are simply invited to touch, smell, hear, look, experience, and play with 
the device; indeed, most of the students’ actions look beyond the normal use or purpose of the device (as 
is visible in the recording on Vimeo).6 It is in no way a technology class for students who need to learn 
how to make or repair technologies. In many ways, our educational experiments are much closer to what 
artists and artist-amateurs, or art-students do in their studio’s (e.g., the art students of the Amsterdam 
Rietveld Academy for the Arts, Department for Unstable Media, who have asked for some hands-on 

— 
5 This short compilation is made in February 2016 by Klaas Lommerse, a former master student of ilm and a former trainee of the film archive. Trustee 
of the film archive, Bernd Warnders, was part of the experiments as were Tom Slootweg and Erik Buikema, staff members from the film programme. 
You will find the film here: 
6 Look here: https://youtu.be/guHEQhp3ViI 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Geneva_mechanism_6spoke_animation.gif
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Internal_Geneva_wheel_ani_220px.gif
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experiments too): they do tinkering experiments with media technologies which are not useful for a 
technician, but are highly interesting for an artist in terms of testing the sensorial and expressive, 
performative potential of a device. Such ‘aesthetic experimentations’ with media devices are described by 
Simone Venturini as ‘practical operations on the technology and material of a reflective nature’.7 Emilio 
Garroni typifies them as ‘a mainly meta-operational activity’.8  
 
Hands-on “tinkering” with technological devices, as has been done in technology museums and artist 
studios for long, tends to create a relaxed, reflective atmosphere in which students easily and playfully 
show their perceptual sensitivity and creativity curiosity as well as their inquisitive nature: film and 
media studies may well start here, with sensing the performative and expressive qualities of media 
technologies, and taking in the material, technological, and perceptual make-up, and wanting to know how 
“all this” works.     
 
What makes these small experiments with the devices so effective in educational terms is, we think, the 
strong aesthetic and performative impact of media devices. The first thing students experience and 
comment on are the sensorial, tacit, and expressive dimensions of the experience. As a result, the smallest 
hands-on experiment already triggers the imagination and indeed helps the students to reclaim 
technology corporally (Venturini). In fact, there is so much fun and laughter involved that one would 
forget that normally students claim to suffer from technophobia when asked to read a chapter on 
historical technology.  
 
Hand-Made Drawings 
 
In the hands-on didactic context, we also use drawing as an additional tool to explore experiences. Once 
the tinkering stops and the devices leave the lab, the students are invited to draw from their memories, to 
re-imagine and then draw a picture of one of the devices (often the Zeiss Ikon 35 mm projector), see 
Figure 4.  
 

 

Figure 4 - Students drawing 

 
What we learned from these small experiments with students drawing by heart what they have touched 
only minutes before is that they are mostly very concentrated on trying to remember and re-imagine what 
the things they touched looked like. We also noted that there is an additional element of regressive 
pleasure in all these activities: being invited in an academic context to play with toys and to make a 
drawing, are two things, many students told us, they did not do since their childhood. From these small 
introductory experiments we have come to understand that these additional pleasures, too, make the 

— 
7  Venturini, ‘Technological Platforms’, p. 202. 
8 Emilio Garroni 1977, cited in Venturini, p. 202. 
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hands-on experiments a valuable educational tool, and in some ways kick-start the reading about 
technology and media history.  
 
Virtual 3D Models, zSpace 
 
What we found to successively deepen the educational experience as well as their knowledge of 
technologies are providing to students all sorts of representations of media devices. As to the choice of 
devices: we tend to offer either representations of the devices they already have been experiencing and 
experimenting with themselves, or devices which belong to the same family of devices, e.g, other magic 
lanterns (and they are hand-made mostly and come in all sorts of variants); or later generations of 
recording/projection devices made after the Lumière Cinématograph and taking that device as a model; 
or older or younger Zeiss Ikon 35 mm projectors, perhaps relatively less or more advanced.  
 
As to the representations, we tend to provide a variety of different representations for them to study: 
small drawings, or simple graphic representations (as the ones of the Malthese cross mechanism shown 
here); or more detailed drawings such as this one, of what the Lumière Cinématographe looks like in a 
historical projection setup, with a magic latern-like light source typically used to create a light beam: 
 

 

Figure 5 - The Lumière Cinématographe projection. 

 
Note that the hand crank is still at the backside of the device but was soon to be moved to the more 
comfortable position at the side of the device, where the projectionist could more easily manipulate the 
crank. Note also that today representations of old and obsolete moving image devices such as this one are 
much more easily found in Wikipedia than about five to ten years ago. The same goes for animated 
representations (which Wikipedia does not yet include) of a Maltezer cross and other highly attractive 
didactic tools which can be used to explain the mechanism and functions of parts of the projector: they are 
to be found in more exquisite collections. See also more detailed photographic representations, as the one 
Cinématographe Lumière presented at the Institut Lumière, with, typically, a magic lantern used  as a light 
source, are to be found in specialized institutions such as archives and museums, many of which present 
parts of their collections online today. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:CinematographeProjection.png
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Figure 6 - Cinématographe Lumière 

 
However beautiful and detailed these representations are – and we have used them in education for these 
very reasons, also because they happened to be easily assessable and available –we have a preference for 
even far more detailed and advanced, digital representations, particularly to study the moving parts of 
media devices, such as 3D models and zSpace representations, which, moreover, can be presented on 
touch screens, and can be touched and manipulated by students and staff members as part of a learning / 
teaching process, furthermore, can be projected on a big screen for explanations during lectures to larger 
groups of students, and/or can be viewed by students on their mobile device for further studies 
afterwards.  
 
Rare and valuable objects, rare and valuable representations 
 
Heritage objects, in the field of media, are (in part) precious, vulnerable, and rare. Ironically, the same 
goes for the type of sophisticated representations we are looking for. Providing access to valuable and 
unique objects – such as the Lumière Cinematograph -  to (large groups of) students can only be done in 
an educationally interesting way once 3D models and sophisticated virtual representations of the device 
are made, and are made available, preferably online, and are shared, for research and educational 
purposes.  
 
However valuable for education and research, there is a problem finding and using exquisite 
representations as the ones referred to here: only very few models are made, and made publicly available, 
at this point in time. Sophisticated virtual representations of media devices are not only new, but also few 
and they are not easy to find, and not easily available for free (only through sharing networks).  
 
It is for this reasons that the pilot on Media Heritage explored (1) forms of 3D modeling of media heritage 
devices for research and education purposes; (2) the presentation of these models on a sustainable and 
easily assessable platform; (3) how to add metadata to represented media object; (4) how to develop a 
metadata standard; (5) how to share sources; (6) how to crowd source; (7) how to harvest. 
 
The results of this pilot study are presented in this report. The function of the report is to feed the 
discussion in both the network of universities and the network of museum and archives working on this 
topic.  
 
If experimenting in the Humanities is understood in the sense of Sönke Ahrens’s differentiation of the 
exploratory and experimental form of discovering the world as a style of doing and thinking – one which, 
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instead of relying on a certain theory, is characterized by processes of collecting, tinkering, and translating 
– , hands-on experiments on (media) devices can make a contribution to (media) historical education, 
which expands the conventional forms of historical learning to a dimension of sensing the past; the 
method complements the theoretical-perception perspectives.9 Learning as an ‘explorative form of 
discovering the world’ and education as an ‘experimental form of discovering the world’ constitutes a 
complementary relationship of necessity. Most frequently, according to Arens, one encounters an 
intellectual separation of the learning of facts and playful experimenting as an activity, independent from 
those facts. However, such forms of education entail an essential separation of what structurally belongs 
together, namely: studying the facts (considered certain) and being able to open up an unforeseen event 
(a “failure”) in an educational process, which forces one to reconsider the already established facts.10 
 
  As many studies in the field of the experimental history of science have shown, the 
epistemological-added value of an experimental approach to the history of the sciences also lies in 
exposing the complex interaction of objects, practices, ideas, and participants involved on the one hand, 
and the experience of failure on the other.11  
 

  

— 
9 Arens, Experiment und Exploration, p. 271. 
10 O.c. 
11 See in particular studies in the field of the experimental history of science, e.g, Heering, Markert, and Weber, eds., Experimentelle 
Wissenschaftsgeschichte didaktisch nutzbar machen; Heering and Witje, eds., Learning by Doing.  
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2 About the project 

For innovative forms of education and research in the fields of Film Studies, Media Studies, Heritage 
Studies, History of Technology, Media Curating, and other fields, which share a focus on material objects, 
new forms of representation of objects were explored, to “retool the imagination”. The initiative to devote 
a full project to exploring news option in this filed was taken by the Film Archive at the University of 
Groningen, which share a focus on material objects, in particular film and media technologies.  Of 
particular interest for education seemed new, multimedia representations of objects and the 
representations allowed by new 3D technologies (e.g., scanners, printers, 360 degree photo cameras) on 
the market today.  
  
The Film Archive, together with the University Library at the University of Groningen, initiated a pilot 
project, Media Heritage, which was financed from the University of Groningen’s Information and 
Communication Strategies Plan 2015. The pilot allowed a team of experts to explore the new options.  
The objectives of the pilot project were: 
 
1. To create an open platform for the presentation of objects from the collection of  apparatuses in the 
Film Archive, as well in partner collections, in support of education, research, and heritage studies.   
 
2. To explore different forms of  representation of a small group of prioritized objects form – e.g., 3D scans, 
3D prints, 3D modeling (as in replicas), 360 degree photography – to test limits and benefits for education 
and research.  
 
3. To explore established knowledge as well as new practices and new forms of knowledge  with regard to 
online forms of enriching the 3D  representations of media objects on the open platform with extra meta 
data and extra source material. 
 
4. Exploring the metadata standard(s) used in the field for media technologies in the new field of Media 
Curating. 
 
5. Explore forms of sharing information via the platform with partners, in particular with the universities 
and museums assembled in the Network for Experimental Media Archaeology NEMA. 
 
 
The results of this project are presented in the chapters below. A Dutch report Digitale ontsluiting Film- en 
Mediaerfgoed (Media Heritage) contains more detailed information on finances, project results and 
recommendations. The present document, Media Heritage. Final Report contains more information on the 
pros and cons of the platform, the metadata standards, and forms of sharing information.  
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3 Affordances for Research & Education 

“From Galileo’s telescope to Etienne-Jules Marey’s stereoscope, tools of visualization have moved 
easily between scientific investigation and entertainment… We do not illustrate with images, we 
construct images and deploy media technologies to ‘think’ science.”  
 
Ron Burnett, in How Images Think. Cambridge, 2004.12 
 
 “Computer graphics and animatronics are to 21st Century physicists and palaeontologists what 
the microscope was to 19th Century biologists: new instruments allowing for new claims, but also 
for a retooling of the imagination. Animat[ions] […] are not illustrations of science – they are part of 
science in action.” 
 
José van Dijck, in “Picturing Science,” 2006.13 

 
Today’s film and media  research and education—which often encompasses so-called new film history, 
media studies, new media studies, media archaeology and media history — includes the study of old and 
new (optical) technologies and techniques (old and new media) as well as their impact on experience. The 
study of new (optical as well as sonic, visual as well as audio-visual, analogue as well as digital) 
technologies and techniques (methods of use) is all the more prominent today since studies over the last 
ten years have laid bare how their specific workings help to determine the ways in which they are 
appropriated in personal and public use, and how they affect individuals as well as cultures. 
 
Tools of visualization, as Ron Burnett calls them, do not only play a role in Film and Media Studies; they 
play a major role in the Humanities at large and also in the Sciences: because new instruments of 
visualization allow for new scientific claims, as José van Dijck argues; these tools are so important for 
university research and education, because they facilitate what she calls “a retooling of the imagination”. 
As such, animations of figures and objects are not merely illustrations of science, “they are part of science 
in action.”14 
Interestingly, in Film and Media Studies, these optical and visual instruments (or media, if you will) are an 
object of studies as well as a tool. Therefore, this field – with partners in the field of heritage institutions in 
this field, e.g., museums and archives - not only has objects and expert knowledge with regard to them; it 
also has a specific role to play in opening up knowledge with regard rare and unique “tools of 
visualization,” which can be represented in new ways, for use in research and education.  
 
Why is a digital platform needed to present media heritage?  
And what are the affordances of the new tools of visualization, and of 3D and other multi-media 
representations of media heritage objects, for research and education? 
 

A. Affordances In Research:  
 

1. Multimedia representations of rare and unique objects are needed to make them 
assessable to large groups of researchers   

2. Data access: representations can be enriched with metadata; e.g., source material; 
recordings of experiments and simulations of re-use  

3. Data sharing; invites expert comments online 
4. Allows presenting and publishing in an enriched way, with peer comments to be invited 

online (e.g., open access publishing) 
5. Invites combinations of small data (e.g., details of a device) with big data (statistics) on 

user appropriation  
6. Open Lab Discussions: invites experiments with representations in different media as 

“models for thinking”, to “retool the imagination” 

— 
12 Burnett, Ron,  How Images Think. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2004. 
13 Van Dijck, José,. “Picturing Science : The Science Documentary as Multimedia Spectacle.” International Journal of Cultural Studies 9 (2006, 1): 5-24. 
14 Ibidem. 
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7. Supports collaboration with international research partners 
8. Supports the exploration of new and innovative forms of digital curating of media 

heritage, with heritage institutions and archival and museum partners. 
   

B. Affordances In Education: 
 

1. Didactical support of practical hands-on experiments  
2. Facilitates seminars on apparatuses with digital / virtual representations of (unique) 

objects in different media 
3. Facilitates demonstrations of objects during lectures, using different (graphic, pictorial, 

photographic, audio visual, 3D, virtual) representations as “models for thinking”  
4. Allows students an easy access to multimedia representations of apparatuses for 

individual study at home  
5. Allows students an open access to an enriched data environment 
6. Allows students an easy access to research projects, to close the gap between research 

and education in academic teaching 
7. Provides teaching support in the new educational field of digital curating of media 

heritage in an exchange network with professional and academic partners. 
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4 Why we chose Islandora 

For developing the project’s platform it was decided to make use of a widely used repository software 
package in order to work as time efficient as possible and to ensure ease of use for the end-user. Due to 
the pilot project’s limited budget it was moreover preferred to choose an open source software which is 
still actively developed by a large community. 
 

4.1 Repository System Criteria 

Based on the project’s aims, and aspirations, a set of crucial requirements were established that the 
chosen repository software has to meet. 
 

 First, the software’s end-user interface should support proper embedding of an extensive variety 
of file types (and formats), such as images, documents, video files, and audio files.  

 Second, the software should support commonly used metadata schemas like Dublin Core or 
MODS.  

 Third, the web API (application programming interface) of the software should afford extensive 
user-interface customization possibilities. 

 Fourth, the software’s user-interface should support a variety of third-party applications as they 
might be required for displaying and interacting with 3D content (e.g. WebGL). 

 Fifth, the repository structure and the user-interface of the software should be modular and 
modifiable independently to increase the platform’s sustainability. 

 

4.2 Repository Software Overview 

After having investigated which software solutions are common and/or used by either the RUG or the 
project’s network partners, the following repository systems were further examined: 
 

 AdLib 
 ContentDM 
 Islandora (Fedora Commons) 
 Omeka 
 DSpace 
 EPrints 
 Digital Commons 

 

4.3 Selection Process 

Taking the above stated criteria into account, AdLib, EPrints, and Digital Commons were considered to be 
unsuitable for realizing the project’s scope and aspirations. AdLib, for example, lacks support for any 3D 
content, video and audio file embedding, and offers very limited options for customizing its user-
interface15. EPrints and Digital Commons, by contrast, support a wide variety of different file types. 
However, like AdLib, they do not support 3D content and feature very limited user-interface 
customizability16. Accordingly, the choice set of repository software solutions was narrowed down to 
Omeka, ContentDM, DSpace and Islandora. Deciding between these remaining software solutions proved 
to be more intricate as they all seem to be more or less suitable for developing the project’s platform. 
However, all of them come with different advantages and disadvantages.     
Omeka, for instance, appeared to perfectly match the pilot project’s criteria at first glance. It comes with a 
great amount of features17 and promises to be very user friendly in terms of installing and using the 
software framework as it was primarily developed for non-IT specialists working in cultural heritage 
institutions or academia. However, ensuring user friendliness requires high quality control procedures 
which not only slow down the development of feature extensions but also limit the software’s 

— 
15  See: http://www.adlibsoftware.com/products-and-services/file-type-support.aspx 
16 See: http://www.eprints.org/software/v3/EPrintsv3Presentation_small.pdf  and http://digitalcommons.bepress.com/faq  
17 See: http://omeka.org/files/docs/featurelist_2-x.pdf  

http://www.adlibsoftware.com/products-and-services/file-type-support.aspx
http://www.eprints.org/software/v3/EPrintsv3Presentation_small.pdf
http://digitalcommons.bepress.com/faq
http://omeka.org/files/docs/featurelist_2-x.pdf
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customizability. In addition, Omeka did not support the WebGL script or any other way of embedding 3D 
content, even though this feature has long been requested by Omeka’s user base. 
 
Standard installations of ContentDM and DSpace also offer many useful features18 but similarly 
compromise flexibility and customizability for user friendliness and do not offer native support of 3D 
content. However, both repository software frameworks support the integration of a CMS (content 
management system), like Drupal or WordPress, which can be used as a user-interface alternative. Since 
CMS usually support embedding 3D content and strongly customized designs, combining either 
ContentDM or DSpace with a CMS represented a viable software solution for this pilot project. However, it 
is unclear how well such a combination would work and how much effort it would require to set up and to 
maintain. 
 
The Islandora framework, by contrast, natively utilizes Drupal as API and end user interface on top of a 
modular Fedora based repository which indicates that this CMS is well integrated. In fact, there are many 
Drupal modules specifically developed for Islandora by an active community which afford multiple ways 
to extend the latter’s functions and features19. However, because of its strong flexibility and 
customizability, Islandora represents no ‘out of the box’ solution since its standard installation has to be 
modified and extended according to the purposes and the needs of its users. Moreover, Islandora is 
considerably hard to set up when compared to other repository software frameworks.       
  

4.4 Conclusion 

Omeka, ContentDM, DSpace, and Islandora were all found to be more or less suitable for creating the 
project’s platform as they all met the most basic requirements that were established beforehand. 
Ultimately, the Islandora framework was chosen for this project as its modular structure, its many 
features, and its native support of 3D web content make this repository software stand out from the rest. 

— 
18 See: https://www.oclc.org/contentdm.en.html and http://www.dspace.org/why-use  
19 See: https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/ISLANDORA715/About+Islandora  and http://islandora.ca/resources/modules  

https://www.oclc.org/contentdm.en.html
http://www.dspace.org/why-use
https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/ISLANDORA715/About+Islandora
http://islandora.ca/resources/modules
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5 Platform Prototype 

5.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the Islandora software framework is anything but an out-of-the-box solution 
as its parts need to be manually installed and configured according to one’s demands. Consequently, it 
took some time to get Islandora running on a university server and it still requires a considerable amount 
of developing in terms of functionality, layout and design (Figure 7). It was therefore decided to first 
conceptualize the interface layout and design of the platform with Drupal, a CMS which also serves as 
Islandora’s API and end-user interface. In other words, a prototype was made indicating how the potential 
platform could look like and which functions it should afford based on some crucial requirements listed 
below.  At the basis of this prototype were the requirements formulated by the project team, as indicated 
in the boxes below.  
 

5.2 Platform Prototype Requirements 

5.2.1 Visual Design 
 

 
 
Ultimately, the platform should be usable on many different devices with different screen sizes and 
operating systems. The prototype platform was therefore provided with a responsive design to ensure 
optimal displaying on both desktop PCs and mobile devices. Moreover, the platform’s prototype should 
have an attractive front page clearly indicating the platform’s main purposes. The front page should 
therefore consist of a typical menu bar, an image slider for news items, a short introduction text, 
hyperlinks to key categories and another image slider for recent entries. At the bottom of the prototype, 
one should find important hyperlinks and logos of crucial members of the Network for Experimental Media 
Heritage (NEMA). 
 
 
 
 

Requirements – Visual design 
- Attractive front page with clear reference to the purpose of the site 
- Logo’s of NEMA and partners 
- Responsive (should work on all equipment including mobile) 
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 Figure 7 - Screenshot of the platform’s front page. 
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5.2.2 Main Components 
The platform’s main components should include: 
 

 
 

5.2.3 Presentation of Objects 
The platform’s main components should include: 
 

 
 

Furthermore, there should be a number of components specially created for NEMA. 
 

 
 

The website should be an open space where people, be it NEMA-members, students, media heritage 
enthusiasts or other visitors, are invited to participate. It will therefore have  components to register, and 
subsequently give feedback,  or even contribute and upload documents.  
 

 

Requirements – Main components 
- Presentation of items in the database 
- Login 
- Search 
- Forums 
- Blog/News 
- Calender 
- Research papers 
- Upload section 
- Feedback form 

Requirements – Presentation of objects 
- All objects presented by a 3D representation if available (if not, an image is displayed) 
- Objects are presented together with: 

o Summary of metadata 
o On request: full metadata 
o Linked objects, presented in the following sections: 

 Images 
 Documents 
 Movies 
 Websites 
 Other 

-  ‘Recent entries’ section 

Requirements –  Network for Experimental Media Archaeology (NEMA)   section 
- Blog 
- Member list 
- Events/Calendar 

Requirements – Contribution 
- Every visitor can register 
- Every visitor can send feedback 
- Registered visitors can:  

o Add comments 
o Upload material (only made accessible after accepted by a moderator) 
o Bookmark papers 
o Store search results 

- NEMA members can: 
o Do everything registered users can do 
o Contribute to the blog 
o Bulk upload  
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Figure 8 - Screenshot of the page displaying the Sony Portopack (upper half). 
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Figure 9 - Screenshot of the page displaying the Sony Portopack (lower half). 

 
5.3 Top-level domain and NEMA blog 

While preparing for the second meeting of NEMA in February 2016, we decided to create a website for the 
network and use our top-level domain media-heritage.eu (and its derivatives media-heritage.org, media-
heritage.com,media-heritage.net and media-heritage.nl) to access this site. It currently has the form of a 
blog, where the NEMA-members of  the University of Groningen post announcements for the network. In 
addition, it lists all current members. 
 
Communication between NEMA-members is further supported by means of a mailing-list. People 
interested in joining NEMA can do so by sending a request via the NEMA website. 
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Figure 10 - Screenshot of the NEMA blog. 
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6 Metadata standards for archiving media objects 

Ideally, the used metadata schemata should facilitate cross collection and cross object compatibility and 
interoperability. By using various data streams at different levels of abstraction, the Islandora framework 
already provides sophisticated, yet flexible ways to organize database contents and to apply different 
metadata schemata. The real challenge of this project in relation to metadata, however, lies in finding 
appropriate and sustainable descriptive metadata schemata for many different types of additional 
resources (e.g. documents, videos, images), and media devices (e.g. photo cameras, film projectors, radio 
transistors). 
 
6.1 Descriptive Metadata for Additional Resources 

Finding descriptive metadata schemata for additional resources, such as newspaper articles or film clips, 
represents the lesser obstacle. These types of material are commonly archived in repositories and already 
have metadata standards which are also used by some of our partners. 
 
The EFG (European film gateway) metadata schema20, for instance, describes any film related material 
and is utilized by over 35 film archives and cinémathèques which are all part of the EFG and Europeana 
(European Digital Library) network21. 
 
Network partner institutions; among them: 

● Deutsches Filminstitut, Frankfurt 
● EYE Film Instituut, Amsterdam 
● Beeld & Geluid, Hilversum 
● Cinémathèque de la Ville de Luxembourg 
● Association des Cinémathèques Européennes 
● Et cetera 

 
Another metadata schema that should be considered is EBUCore. By using Dublin Core as a foundation, 
EBUCORE describes any content related to broadcasting and was developed to maximise the 
interoperability with similar communities such as the aforementioned Europeana network. Moreover, it is 
utilized by EUScreen22 and other partners of our network.   
 
Network partner institutions, among them: 

● Royal Holloway, University of London 
● Université du Luxembourg 
● University of Trier 
● Et cetera 

 
However, the vast diversity of material that the platform aims to implement necessitates more extensive 
research to find suitable metadata schemata for every kind of resource and to avoid potential overlap. It is 
therefore advised to consult the network partners about the metadata schemata they already use and to 
decide collectively which of these should eventually be utilized. 
  
6.2 Descriptive Metadata for Media Devices 

Instead of creating metadata schemata from scratch, it is generally advised to closely examine one’s 
content and select existing metadata schemata that are most suitable to describe the type of objects in the 
collection.  Unfortunately, media devices represent a special kind of content and there are no descriptive 
metadata standards for media devices known to us. The platform’s aim to include all kinds of media 
devices further complicates the matter as different media devices require different metadata fields and 
descriptions.   

— 
20 http://www.efgproject.eu/guidelines_and_standards.php   
21 http://www.europeanfilmgateway.eu/about_efg/contributing_archives 
22 http://www.euscreen.eu/about.html  

http://www.efgproject.eu/guidelines_and_standards.php
http://www.europeanfilmgateway.eu/about_efg/contributing_archives
http://www.euscreen.eu/about.html
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One option to solve this issue is utilizing a very basic metadata schema, such as Dublin Core or MODS, 
which represents the common denominator for describing all media devices. Also worth considering in 
this respect is the MIDAS-heritage schema, a British cultural heritage standard for describing monuments, 
locations and artefacts23. The disadvantage of this approach is a potential loss of information as a common 
basic schema might be too restrictive to account for the characteristics of some media devices. 
In order to circumvent this disadvantage, one could alternatively use Dublin Core or MODS as a 
foundation for describing all media devices on a basic level and another datastream to build metadata 
schemata for particular classes of media devices (e.g. cameras, projectors) to provide a more detailed 
metadata description. In Islandora, this could be accomplished by customizing the MODS datastreams of 
composite models which is, by default, layered on top of a Dublin Core datastream. 
 
Regardless of the chosen approach, it is strongly recommended to closely collaborate with the network 
partners to gain an overview of the different classes of media devices and to assess which metadata fields 
these classes require. In addition, further research on metadata schemata for media devices might be 
fruitful to ensure that existing schemata weren’t just overlooked. 
 
 
  

— 
23  http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/metadata-standards/midas-heritage 

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/metadata-standards/midas-heritage
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7 Collecting and presenting objects from archives 

The prototype of an online platform for the display of apparatuses that we developed during the project 
served as a starting point for discussions about the best ways to gather digital items for this site. For this, 
we sought advice from experts from the University of Groningen and the University of Amsterdam and 
consulted information via similar platforms, such as Europeana and EUScreen. We came to the conclusion 
that the preferred way of creating a database for the platform would be to use a harvesting technique to 
gather metadata from the online repositories of the partners. For those partners who do not (yet) have 
such an online database, we will set up a dedicated repository in which they can upload their material. 
This repository can then also be used for items that are uploaded by individuals as part of the crowd 
sourcing functionality that we want to build into the platform. 
 
Setting up a harvesting workflow requires more expertise and time than we had available during the pilot 
project. We will therefore limit ourself in this chapter to explaining the basics of harvesting and the 
requirements for the partners. We will also try to outline the necessary steps in setting up a harvesting 
workflow. 
 
7.1 What is harvesting? 

We will follow the documentation provided by the Open Archives Initative (OAI) to explain the concept of 
harvesting.24 The OAI defines harvesting as “the gathering together of metadata from a number of 
distributed repositories into a combined data store.” To facilitate this gathering of metadata, the OAI 
developed a Protocol for Metadata Harvesting: OAI-PMH. Originating from the desire to enhance access to 
e-print archives, it is now also used for accessing other digital materials. Two reasons for using a central 
repository instead of cross-searching multiple archives are (much) better performance and a greater 
reliability due to more consistent descriptive metadata. Other reasons are e.g. copyright issues, 
sustainability and the need to control access to certain items. 
 
Starting with the definition, there are a few relevant observations to make: 
- The protocol explicitly mentions metadata as the information that is harvested. This means that 

only the descriptions of items and information about their location in their respective 
repositories is gathered. The items themselves (documents, images, videos, 3D-objects, etc.) are 
not transferred. 

- There can be more than one “distributed repository”. The Data Provider, the partner that makes 
the metadata available for harvesting, can maintain a number of these distributed repositories. 

- There is a combined data store, maintained by the Service Provider. The Data Provider requests 
the metadata from the Service Providers and uses these as a basis for building value-added 
services.There can be more than one Service Provider. 

- The OAI-PMH does not define how the metadata and the related content is linked. It also does not 
provide search mechanisms across his data. It merely makes it possible to bring the data together 
is a single place. 

 
What are the requirements to set up a successful implementation of the OAI-PMH protocol?  We have 
listed the main topics below: 
 

1. Each Data Provider must decide which data they want to deliver. They must provide free access 
to the metadata; access to full texts or other resources may be limited, although the intention of 
the network partners is to make the content freely accessible as much as possible. 

2. Which service will the Service Provider offer? It is assumed there will be only one Service 
Provider, not necessarily the University of Groningen, therefore for sake of argument labeled “The 
NEMA Service Provider”.  

3. Metadata formats: basic interoperability requires the unqualified Dublin Core (DC) format, but 
that is obviously too limited. Also, there is most likely a need for a number of metadata schemata, 
as there will be different object types in the system. At this moment, there is no standard for 

— 
24 See http://www.oaforum.org/tutorial/english/intro.htm. 
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media devices. The choice of metadata schemata must be taken in close collaboration with the 
network partners. See also the discussion on metadata standards earlier in this document.  

4. It may be necessary to develop tools that can convert metadata schemata from Data Providers to 
the schemata used by the Service Provider.   

5. Which tools to use for the implementation of AOI-PMH needs to be discussed with experts 
(librarians, web developers). Many Open Source and other tools are available.   

6. Relations must be established between the different items in the database, in order to be able to 
display a single object together with its related items. These relationships may change over time 
when new items are added to the database. Furthermore, these related items may come from 
different Service Providers, and can therefore not be depended on possibly existing relationships 
within the data of a single Data Providers. Instead, some form of automated semantics could 
perhaps be used. The work done on the Europeana Data Model (EDM) may serve as a starting 
point for investigating this further. 

 
Below is a simplified scheme of the harvesting process.In the image, metadata from two providers (EYE 
Film Institute and the German Film Institute) is harvested. The metadata is stored in the repository of the 
Service Provider (“(RUG)”). This repository is connected to the Media-Heritage platform and from there 
accessible to visitors of that website. At the same time, visitors of the website of the German Film Institute 
can use the search engine that is embedded within the site of the German Film Institute itself. This is an 
optional service provided by the Data Provider. 
 
 
. 

 
 

Figure 11 - Simplified visualisation of the harvesting and retrieval process.  

 
7.2 Uploading items as an alternative to harvesting  

Only partners with an online repository can contribute to the harvesting process. For those partners 
without an online repository, and for individuals who want to upload items, an alternative must be 
provided. This can be done by implementing an upload function on the platform. Uploads can be both 
performed on a file-by-file basis and as bulk upload. The uploader will have to provide the metadata as 
required by the metadata standards used on the repository. Failing to do so will lead to a denial of the 
upload.  
Implementing this means that the platform will be extended with storage functionality for the different 
object types, including audio and video files, images, documents etc.  
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The procedure for uploading the files is depicted in the image below. The workflow consists of the  
following steps: 
 

1. The user uploads a single document manually, or performs a bulk upload consisting of one or 
more files accompanied by a file containing the metadata of each of the files. 

2. The metadata is tested to check if the required fields are present; in case of a bulk upload, the 
metadata is converted to the required standard if needed.   

3. The file format of each of the uploaded files is examined. If the file type is not supported, it is 
converted to a different format if possible.If this can’t be done, the entry is rejected and the user is 
asked to adapt to the supported formats.  

4. The final step is adding the file and the metadata to the repository. From then on, it can be found 
by the Media Heritage search engine and presented on the platform. 
 
 

 

Figure 12 - Simplified workflow of the upload process  
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8 Results of experiments with 3D creation 

In order to obtain 3D representations of media devices for the pilot project two different methods were 
applied and experimented with: 3D scanning and 3D modelling. As it will be argued below, both methods 

have their respective advantages and disadvantages. 
 
Hence, scanning media devices seems to involve a lot of trial 
and error and does not work equally well for all objects. 
However, in a later stage of the pilot project another, more 
successful scanning attempt was made (Figure 14), indicating 
that this method is indeed capable of producing proper 3D 
representations of media devices.  
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                  

 
 

 

Figure 14  - Later scanning attempt of a Bell & Howell Key Wind 
Filmo 70 A 

 
Towards the end of the pilot project, Rolf ter Sluis of the Groningen University Museum offered the 
opportunity to test and assess their recently acquired 3D scanning street in terms of creating 3D 
representations of media devices. Although this scanning street does not produce 3D models or scans 
proper but rather takes a couple of photos from different angles25 which are then used by a software to 
afford rotating the scanned object around one axis (Figure 15) it was still found to be useful, primarily for 
two reasons: 
 
First, the resulting rotatable images are quickly, easily, and  almost automatically created; and they 
feature high resolutions and a high picture quality which afford detailed zoom-ins of scanned objects. In 
any case, these rotatable images are clearly superior to conventional 2D representations and represent a 
desirable middle ground between 2D photographs and 3D models proper in terms of effort and 
sophistication. Hence they might be suitable to visually represent media devices which do not particularly 
benefit from being represented as actual 3D models.   
 
Second, the photos produced by this scanning street might be further used for photogrammetric 
processing, thus maintaining the possibility to create 3D scans proper. In other words, these rotatable 

— 
25 Currently, the team of the University Museum puts the objects on a rotating platform and lets the  
system automatically take a picture after every 4 degrees of rotation. This leads to a total of 90 pictures 
per object.  Fig. X displays one of these 90 pictures. 

 

Figure 13 - First scanning attempt of 
Sony’s Portapack AVC-3450CE 
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images could also be used as a temporary solution as the produced photo sets could still be transformed 
into proper 3D models at a later stage.     
 

 
 

Figure 15 - Picture taken in the 360 degrees Scanning Street  

 
Nevertheless, the moderately successful scanning attempts at the beginning of the project required the 
exploration of alternative approaches to obtain 3D representations of the selected media devices. For this 
reason FabLab Groningen was consulted who advised to consider 3D modelling instead of scanning and 
put us in touch with Bob Verschoor, who works as a freelancing 3D artist. 
 
8.1 3D Modeling 

Hiring a 3D modeling artist for crafting 3D models from scratch is off course more expensive than using 
scanning methods. In contrast to scanning, professional 3D modeling still requires a considerable amount 
of skill, is usually extremely time consuming, and involves several additional work steps, such as creating 
and adding textures to a model (Figure 16). However, these higher investment costs might be worthwhile 
for some objects as 3D modeling comes with some great advantages.  
 

 

Figure 16 - 3D model of Sony’s Portapack AVC-3450CE without textures 

 
For instance, 3D models created by actual modeling are generally superior to scans in terms of detail, 
precision, and quality since 3D modeling artist have more control over the overall workflow. Moreover, a 
manually crafted 3D model may consist of several exterior and interior subparts whereas a 3D model 
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made by scanning merely represents an object’s surface characteristics. 3D modeling can therefore afford 
more application possibilities.  
For example, the 3D model of the Cinématographe Lumière which was made for this project contains 

many parts that can be manipulated 
independently (Figure 17). It was 
therefore possible to animate the model’s 
door mechanisms to display both its 
surface and its interior.26 Furthermore, 
such manually modelled 3D 
representations can also be used for more 
sophisticated and interactive display 
technologies such as zSpace with which 
users could, for instance, study otherwise 
inaccessible parts of an object.27 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

8.2 3D Printing 

Applying detailed 3D modelling  may have another major advantage for some unique objects. If a media 
object’s exterior, interior, and it’s most essential parts are modelled, it might be possible to produce 3D-
printed replicas of this object.  
 

 

Figure 18 - 3D-printed Replica of the Cinématographe Lumière 

 
The 3D-model of the Cinématographe Lumière, made by Bob Verschoor / FabLab, contained enough detail 
to not only reproduce the object’s appearance but also to reproduce its mechanical elements (Figure 18). 
 
In other words, detailed 3D modelling and subsequent 3D printing allows actual hands-on studying of 
media objects which would otherwise be too valuable or too fragile for such approaches.28     
 
Lastly, offering download of 3D model and a manual offering the possibility to produce own  replicas of 
the Cinématographe Lumière.29 

— 
26 See: https://youtu.be/nDdAg2alc8U     

27 See: https://youtu.be/zW8pADtL1D8    
28 See: https://youtu.be/hMYVRnXGPnA   

 

Figure 17 - 3D model of the Cinématographe Lumière 

https://youtu.be/nDdAg2alc8U
https://youtu.be/zW8pADtL1D8
https://youtu.be/hMYVRnXGPnA
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8.3 3D objects projected on various displays 

The 3D model of the Cinématographe enabled different ways of interaction with it. The first, 
straightforward practice is viewing the model in a browser, e.g. on the Sketchfab portal. See Figure 19.  
This is actual a 2D representation of the 3D model. When watched in a 3D Head Mounted Display, such as 
a smart phone inserted in a Google Cardboard or an Oculus Rift, the model can be viewed as a real 3D 
object. 
 

 

Figure 19 - Viewing a model on Sketchfab. 

 
 The project team also experimented with a large 3D touchscreen and a zSpace. The large screen allows 
for presentations for a group of students (who are wearing a 3D glass to be able to view the object in 3D). 
The presenter can turn the object around, enlarge it and open it to view the inside30.  
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                              
29 See http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:1557789  
30 For a short demo, see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQFnajOk36U     

http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:1557789
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQFnajOk36U
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Figure 20 - Presenting the Cinématographe Lumière on a large 3D touchscreen 

 
The zSpace enables a student to manipulate the object, for example to disassemble and reassemble, thus 
learning to know and understand the different components of the object31.  
 

 

Figure 21 - Manipulating the 3D model of the Cinématographe Lumière on a zSpace. 
  

— 
31 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zW8pADtL1D8  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zW8pADtL1D8
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9 Conclusions and recommendations 

The Media Heritage project was explicitly set up as a pilot project to explore and experiment with the 
creation of 3D-objects of media apparatuses and the online publication of these objects and related items, 
enriched with metadata on an open web platform. The objective was to use the results from the project for 
educational and research purposes. This would form the starting point for a much broader initiative 
(potentially an application) that would include other partners, amongst them those institutions affiliated 
via the Network of Experimental Media Archaeology (NEMA).  
 
The conclusions drawn from the pilot are summed up here with regard to the originals goals of the pilot. 
 
1. Choosing a platform for the repository 

a) Based on five criteria (support for a wide variety of file types, support for commonly used 
metadata schemata, possibilities for user-interface customization, support for 3D content, and 
sustainability), Islandora was assessed as the most suitable CMS for developing the platform.  
 

b) A first design for the platform was created and discussed with (inter)national experts in the field 
as well as students from the University of Groningen. Their feedback indicates that the current design is a 
good starting point for further development and use in education, research and valorisation. A clear 
distinction between the different functions of the platform - Repository, Research papers and research 
data, NEMA community - was deemed imperative. 
 

c) Transferring the prototype (created in Drupal) to Islandora proved not to be feasible within this 
project. Main obstacles were: lack of time, the complexity of Islandora, the unfinished discussions on the 
proper choice of metadata schemata. 

 
Recommendation: to proceed developing a platform, preferably in collaboration with partners.  

 
2. Identifying a metadata standard for media objects 
This proved to be more complicated than we anticipated. There is currently no single descriptive 
metadata standard that covers all types of media devices. We will therefore have to discuss with our 
network partners assembled in NEMA how to best continue working towards a standard. Our current 
approach would be to utilize a metadata schema, such as Dublin Core or MODS for describing all media 
devices on a basic level, and to build additional metadata schemata for particular classes of media devices 
(e.g. cameras, projectors) to provide a more detailed metadata description. 
 
Recommendation: plan to discuss with repository experts in the university libraries as well as network 
partners assembled in NEMA how to create a metadata standard for media objects. 
 
3. Gain experience in creating 3D objects 
We succeeded in experimenting with a number of techniques: photogrammetry, 3D-modelling and 360-
degrees photography.  Each of these methods has its advantages and disadvantages, as we described in 
Chapter 8. The choice for one of the techniques depends on the outcome of several considerations, that 
vary per item: cost and desired quality of the representation, uniqueness of the device represented, 
function and appeal for education, research and enriched publication, et cetera. For rare and precious 
objects, such as the Lumière Cinématographe, creating a 3D-model from scratch seems to be appropriate, 
though rather expensive. When putting a large collection of objects online in 3D, we suggest the use of 
cheaper and less time-consuming options. Further experiments with 3D-objects for use in research and 
education are needed to establish their real added value. This requires the creation of a larger collection 
of 3D-objects, in different formats, and the availability of the platform with the complete functionality as 
described in this report.  
 
Recommendation: to further establish the added value of the didactic use of 3D representations in 
education, concrete learning targets should be formulated and tested for relevant learning outcomes with 
a variety of 3D techniques.  
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